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ABSTRACT
As molecular scientists have made progress in their ability to engineer nanoscale molecular structure, we face new challenges in our
ability to engineer molecular dynamics (MD) and flexibility. Dynamics at the molecular scale differs from the familiar mechanics of every-
day objects because it involves a complicated, highly correlated, and three-dimensional many-body dynamical choreography which is often
nonintuitive even for highly trained researchers. We recently described how interactive molecular dynamics in virtual reality (iMD-VR)
can help to meet this challenge, enabling researchers to manipulate real-time MD simulations of flexible structures in 3D. In this article,
we outline various efforts to extend immersive technologies to the molecular sciences, and we introduce “Narupa,” a flexible, open-source,
multiperson iMD-VR software framework which enables groups of researchers to simultaneously cohabit real-time simulation environments
to interactively visualize and manipulate the dynamics of molecular structures with atomic-level precision. We outline several application
domains where iMD-VR is facilitating research, communication, and creative approaches within the molecular sciences, including train-
ing machines to learn potential energy functions, biomolecular conformational sampling, protein-ligand binding, reaction discovery using
“on-the-fly” quantum chemistry, and transport dynamics in materials. We touch on iMD-VR’s various cognitive and perceptual affor-
dances and outline how these provide research insight for molecular systems. By synergistically combining human spatial reasoning and
design insight with computational automation, technologies such as iMD-VR have the potential to improve our ability to understand, engi-
neer, and communicate microscopic dynamical behavior, offering the potential to usher in a new paradigm for engineering molecules and
nano-architectures.
© 2019 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5092590

I. INTRODUCTION

In 1977, artificial and augmented reality (AR) pioneer Myron
Krueger began his paper “Responsive Environments” with the obser-
vation that “human-machine interaction is usually limited to a
seated (person) poking at a machine with (their) fingers or perhaps

waving (their) hands over a data tablet.”1 Krueger went on to spec-
ulate that real-time, multisensory interaction between humans and
machines might enable exciting and efficient new approaches for
exploring realities that are otherwise impossible to access. Nanoscale
molecular objects offer fertile testbeds for exploring new techno-
logical frontiers in human-computer interaction (HCI), owing to
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the fact that molecules represent objects that are important to soci-
ety and industry, but which we are unable to directly perceive, and
which are characterized by considerable three-dimensional dynamic
complexity.

As Krueger observed, the sensory modes we use to understand
and navigate the complex and dynamic terra incognita of nanoscale
structures are limited: our representational methods are confined
mostly to 2D and primarily designed for parsing by our visual cortex
(plots, images, movies, articles, etc.). Despite recent research in psy-
chology and neuroscience showing that our attention is enhanced
when we engage in multisensory processing2,3 (i.e., simultaneously
integrating complex data across our various sensory channels, span-
ning the visual, auditory, olfactory, and somatosensory cortexes), we
rarely make full use of the array of sensory, perceptual, and informa-
tion processing machinery which we have evolved as thinking and
feeling beings to make sense of nature at the nanoscale. This not
only limits our ability to understand the 3D complexity of dynamical
microscopic systems; in many cases, it is also extremely inefficient.
For example, beyond a relatively small size threshold of ∼50 atoms,
2D representational tools quickly become unwieldy for handling
3D molecular systems, and researchers lose lots of time struggling
with 2D molecular viewers to build complex 3D structures, attempt-
ing to represent 3D structural dynamics in a 2D presentation for-
mat, or fighting with scripting languages to undertake complex 3D
molecular manipulations.

Over the past several years, our laboratory has been carry-
ing out an interdisciplinary research program exploring interac-
tive molecular dynamics (iMD) beyond standard 2D interfaces,
designed to enable direct multisensory interaction with molecular

simulations.4–9 The recent emergence of robust and affordable vir-
tual reality (VR) technologies has been a key enabler in our efforts,
allowing us to develop a framework where scientists can manipu-
late rigorous real-time simulations of molecular systems, as shown
in Fig. 1 and Video 1 (vimeo.com/244670465). Figure 1 shows two
optically tracked participants [each wearing a VR head-mounted
display (HMD) and holding in each hand wireless controllers which
function as atomic “tweezers”] manipulating the real-time MD of a
C60 molecule using interactive molecular dynamics in virtual reality
(iMD-VR). As shown in the video, the participants can easily “lock
onto” individual C60 atoms and manipulate their real-time dynamics
to pass the C60 back and forth between one other. This is possi-
ble and immediately intuitive because the real-time C60 simulation
and its associated ball-and-stick visual representation are perfectly
colocated—i.e., the interaction site in 3D physical space is exactly
the interaction site in 3D simulation space. The client/server archi-
tecture illustrated in Fig. 1 provides each VR client access to global
position data of all other participants so that any participant can see
through their headset a colocated visual representation of all other
participants. To date, our available resources and space constraints
have allowed us to simultaneously colocate six participants in the
same room within the same simulation. The interaction shown in
Video 1, where multiple participants in the same room are able to
easily pass a simulated molecule between themselves (or, e.g., col-
laboratively tie a knot in a protein) as if it were a tangible object,
represents a class of simulated virtual experience which is sim-
ply not possible within the large-scale immersive stereoscopic Cave
automatic virtual environments (CAVEs) that have become popular
within academic and industrial research institutions.10 In previous

FIG. 1. Schematic of the setup for Narupa, our open-source multiperson iMD-VR framework, showing two participants using handheld wireless controllers to manipulate a
real-time MD simulation of a C60 molecule. The position of each user’s head mounted display (HMD) and wireless controllers is determined using a real-time optical tracking
system composed of synchronized IR light sources (“lighthouses”). Each user’s HMD is rendered locally on a VR client computer fitted with a suitable graphical processing
unit (GPU). MD calculations and maintenance of global user position data take place on a separate MD server, shown here as a local workstation (which alternatively can be
cloud-mounted). As long as the network connecting client and server enables sufficiently fast data transfer, system latency is imperceptible. The figure shows a local network
setup optimized to minimize latency, with the MD server and VR clients communicating via local area network (LAN) cables connected to a router.
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work,8 we have shown that—with a good network connection—the
MD server shown in Fig. 1 can be cloud-mounted so that remotely
located workers can occupy the same virtual space.

While adoption of new forms of immersive human-computer
interaction such as iMD-VR is not yet widespread within the
molecular sciences, several case studies across a range of fields
have demonstrated the quantitative benefits that arise from utiliz-
ing immersive forms of human-computer interaction beyond stan-
dard 2D GUIs and text-based displays. For example, in the med-
ical field, detailed interactive surgical simulations in VR have an
established track record for more than a decade. A number of stud-
ies have quantitatively shown that VR-trained surgeons complete
surgical procedures faster, with significantly lower error rates (for
example, a 2002 paper reported 7× fewer errors).11 Similarly, dig-
ital animation firms such as DreamWorks have reported time and
cost reductions on the order of 3× following adoption of immer-
sive technologies which allow their digital animators to reach into
scenes and carry out direct manipulations (e.g., to animated char-
acters) in 3D.12 Recent controlled studies carried out in our lab
have quantitatively demonstrated iMD-VR enables researchers to
complete molecular modeling tasks more quickly (2×–10×) than
they can using conventional interfaces such as a mouse or a touch-
screen. The observed accelerations become increasingly signifi-
cant for molecular pathways and structural transitions whose con-
formational choreographies are intrinsically 3-dimensional.8 For
reactive systems where multiple competing reaction channels are
available, we have also recently demonstrated that iMD-VR com-
bined with “on-the-fly” ab initio quantum chemistry offers an effi-
cient strategy for sampling reactive geometries along the minimum
energy path (MEP) which can be used to train neural networks
(NNs).13

Beyond these quantitative benefits, we have also observed a
number of qualitative benefits from iMD-VR. While these bene-
fits are less easy to capture in a graph, a table, or a number, they
are, nonetheless, significant because they enable improved under-
standing and insight into complex molecular systems, furnishing an
improved sense for how molecular objects move and respond to per-
turbation, facilitating efficient clear communication, and encourag-
ing researchers to think creatively about their systems. Many of the
difficulties that arise in understanding and communicating aspects
of molecular science result from the fact that our “ways of know-
ing” the nanoscale molecular world are indirect—a result of the fact
that molecular lengthscales are very small and molecular time scales
are very fast. Unable to directly perceive these lengthscales and time
scales using our human sensory apparatus, we rely instead on instru-
mental data-feeds14 and abstract models. Our ability to “know”
the molecular world relies primarily on our ability to parse instru-
mental data feeds and our ability to undertake cognitive abstrac-
tion and develop models, in order to make connections between
abstract domains and experimental domains—e.g., using abstract
models to generate an experimental hypotheses and using experi-
mental data to refine abstract models. Successful organic chemists,
for example, are able to undertake complex cognitive mappings to
translate between 3d molecular structures and their 2d molecular
notation.

In his visionary essay “The Ultimate Display”, Ivan Suther-
land highlighted our lack of intuition for scientific domains where
we cannot directly perceive our objects of study and are therefore

always “one step removed”: We live in a physical world whose prop-
erties we have come to know well through long familiarity. We sense
an involvement with this physical world which gives us the ability to
predict its properties well. For example, we can predict where objects
will fall, how well-known shapes look from other angles, and how
much force is required to push objects against friction.... We lack
corresponding familiarity with the forces on charged particles, forces
in non-uniform fields. . . and high-inertia, low friction motion. . ..15

Over the last few decades, advances in experimental techniques
such as super-resolution fluorescence microscopy and cryoelectron
microscopy have helped refine our ability to map molecular struc-
ture and dynamics. It has been proposed that advances in nano-
engineering may one day allow us to design and construct nanoscale
structures and machines with the sort of precision that is possible
in the design and engineering of macroscopic objects. For example,
in his oft-quoted “plenty of room at the bottom” lecture,16 Richard
Feynman speculated that we would one day be able to carry out rou-
tine atomic level manipulation at the scale of individual atoms17,18—
a kind of atomically resolved surgery which remains a holy grail for
scientists working at the nanoscale.

As we make progress in our ability to engineer and design
molecular structure and function, a new fundamental challenge is
emerging: namely, our ability to understand and engineer molecu-
lar motion, dynamics, and flexibility. Here, we encounter exactly the
sorts of “nonintuitive” physics highlighted by Sutherland: forces act-
ing on charged particles in nonuniform fields are the norm, and
high-inertia-low-friction regimes are not uncommon. Moreover,
because molecular systems typically have thousands of degrees of
freedom (DOF), their motion is characterized by a complex, highly
correlated, many-body dynamical choreography which is unintu-
itive because it has few analogs in our day-to-day experience. As we
aim to not only engineer structure but also dynamics and flexibil-
ity, we require tools which enable us to obtain a designer’s sense of
the properties of the various materials which constitute our building
blocks. In the same way that VR enables better surgical performance,
we can imagine a scenario where biomimetic molecular designers
use iMD-VR to gain a sense for how biological molecules move and
how they “feel,” in order to make more informed creative design
hypotheses.

In classifying different forms of human-computer-interaction,
experts often refer to the “affordances” of a particular environ-
ment or technology—i.e., the features of a particular environment
or technology that elicit a particular kind of behavior or interac-
tion.19–22 For example, a computer screen-mouse-keyboard combi-
nation clearly has a distinct set of design affordances compared to
a virtual reality interface. Both technologies enable the rendering
of computer generated images; however, a virtual reality interface
allows one to walk around in space to inspect the image from var-
ious angles and quickly intuit depth, while a screen requires that
the user observe the image from a particular perspective and carry
out a sequence of 2d mouse manipulations to understand depth.
As another example, a keyboard primarily emphasizes the trans-
mission of text-based information via button presses and a mouse
affords one-handed manipulations in two dimensions in order to
navigate the screen. Neither a set of wireless tracked VR controllers
(such as those shown in Fig. 1) nor a pair of VR gloves is well
suited to rapid text input such as that which is afforded by a key-
board, but they afford precise and intuitive two-handed spatial
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manipulation. From a research perspective, a key question for the
molecular sciences involves understanding those particular areas
where the affordances of new VR environments (compared to 2d
screen-mouse-keyboard environments) enable deeper insight, a bet-
ter feel for nanoscale design and engineering, more effective sci-
entific communication and collaboration, and accelerated research
progress in understanding important molecular systems and con-
cepts.23 In a recent paper, Goddard et al. have outlined a number of
software tools which have emerged for use in head-mounted virtual
reality environments,24 many of which have their conceptual origins
in software frameworks originally designed for use in stereoscopic,
multiprojector CAVE-like environments.10,25–30 In the last few years,
software frameworks which have emerged for head mounted VR
displays can be broadly schematized according to the extent of
active participation which they enable. These include the following
applications:

● Enabling a participant to inspect either a static molecu-
lar structure or a prerecorded molecular trajectory in three
dimensions. In such applications, the role of the participant
is primarily observational; the head mounted display essen-
tially operates as a mechanism for enabling a 360○ video
where the participant can look around.31–34

● Where a participant has a more active role and can navigate
a simulated space to inspect a structural rendering from var-
ious angles and quickly intuit depth. In many cases, partici-
pants are able to manipulate aspects of the structural model
or trajectory—e.g., changing its representation and render-
ing options, pausing and resuming the trajectory, showing
or hiding certain parts of the structure, rotating/translating
the model, and perhaps querying structural aspects of
the model (e.g., bond distances, angles, and residue
names).24,35–40

TABLE I. Videos discussed in this article, along with their respective URLs, a brief description, and the force engine utilized in the video.

Video index URL Description Force engine

Video 1 vimeo.com/244670465

Multiperson demo showing:8

(a) C60 being passed back and forth (a) MM345

(b) CH4 transit through a nanotube (b) MM345

(c) Helicene changing from right- to left-handed twist (c) MM345

(d) 17-ALA peptide being tied in a knot (d) OpenMM46

Video 2 vimeo.com/305459472 Illustrating the iMD-VR selection OpenMM46
interface with cyclophilin A

Video 3 vimeo.com/315239519 Narupa secondary structure visualization demo OpenMM46
of neuraminidase (PDB 3TI6)

Video 4 vimeo.com/315218999 Reactive and nonreactive OH + CH4 scattering DFTB+47

Video 5 vimeo.com/311438872 Exploring reactive PESs for CN + isobutane for NN fitting SCINE48
using interactive ab initio quantum chemistry13

Video 6 vimeo.com/312963823 On-the-fly reaction discovery for OH + propyne using SCINE48
interactive ab initio quantum chemistry

Video 7 vimeo.com/306778545 Reversible loop dynamics in cyclophilin A OpenMM46

Video 8 vimeo.com/274862765 Using the Narupa-OpenMM plugin to dock OpenMM46
benzamidine with trypsin

Video 9 vimeo.com/296300796 Using the Narupa-OpenMM plugin to dock oseltamivir OpenMM46
with neuraminidase

Video 10 vimeo.com/312957045 Guiding 2-methyl-hexane through a ZSM-5 zeolite using PLUMED/DL_POLY49,50
the Narupa-PLUMED interface

Video 11 vimeo.com/312994336 Real-time sonification of a biomolecule’s potential energy OpenMM46
illustrated by tying a knot in 17-ALA peptide

Video 12 vimeo.com/305823646 Use of our custom extextile VR gloves to tie a knot OpenMM46
in 17-ALA peptide51
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● Enabling a participant to carry out modifications on a
molecular structure, e.g., to build or modify molecules by
connecting together atoms or amino acids and replacing one
functional group with another functional group.35

To date, our own research has specifically explored interactive
molecular dynamics in virtual reality (iMD-VR)—i.e., applications
that emphasize simulation at interactive latencies, in which the affor-
dances of two-handed interaction within the three-dimensional VR
space enable a participant to “reach out and manipulate” rigorous
MD simulations and carry out detailed three-dimensional struc-
tural manipulations in real-time, as shown in Fig. 1.8 Our experi-
ments suggest that the utility of iMD-VR as a research tool arises
from its ability to transform abstract molecular models into tangi-
ble dynamic realities. In Sec. II of this article, we discuss VR’s recent
resurgence and outline a particularly useful way to schematize the
various types of VR which are emerging in the commodity market.
We follow this with a brief history of interactive molecular simula-
tion (iMS) and then discuss participants’ reports that they can “feel”
the dynamics of simulated molecular objects within the iMD-VR
environment. Section III of this article outlines a project we have
provisionally named “Narupa,” an open-source (GPL v3.0) iMD-VR
software framework which we made publicly available to coincide
with this article (source at gitlab.com/intangiblerealities and a sta-
ble executable at irl.itch.io/narupaxr). The name “Narupa” combines
the prefix “nano” and suffix “arūpa” (a Sanskrit word describing
nonphysical and nonmaterial objects), which represents our attempt
to capture what it is like to interact with simulated nanoscale objects
in VR. Section IV details a variety of research applications which we
have carried out using Narupa, and Sec. V outlines some new inter-
action strategies which are exploring in order to increase the utility
of iMD-VR for researchers in the molecular sciences. In Sec. VI,
we conclude this article and discuss research directions moving
forward.

In designing Narupa, we have aimed at a “low threshold-high
ceiling” design.41,42 This is an established design paradigm which
emphasizes tools that are easy for novices to get started using (i.e., a
low threshold) but which are sufficiently powerful to enable experts
to make progress on sophisticated and complex projects (a high-
ceiling). In the last couple of years, we have made countless demon-
strations of Narupa to international research colleagues, and we have
observed that the “low-threshold” aspect of our design approach
sometimes leads researchers to dismiss the software as “a gimmick”
or “a toy.” At its core, however, Narupa is a rigorous scientific sim-
ulation environment, with three key emphases: (1) the integration
of real-time simulation methodologies into our interaction frame-
work, enabling participants to manipulate and “feel” the dynam-
ical responses of molecular systems; (2) the ability to make the
VR experience one in which facilitates communication, by enabling
multiple participants to cohabit the same virtual world together,
either together in the same room or distributed remotely; and (3)
active engagement with designers, artists, and human-computer
interaction (HCI) experts, in order to create a framework which
not only has scientific utility but is aesthetically compelling.5,7,43

This latter point is particularly important given the level of immer-
sion which can be achieved in VR environments. An unattrac-
tive aesthetic makes participants unlikely to utilize immersive
tools.

Faced with traditional scientific publication formats, one of the
most well-known difficulties for workers in VR concerns exactly
how to write about it.44 This is a particularly important point for the
purposes of this article, given that “reaching out to touch molecules”
falls into a class of perceptual experience which does not have
a very good analog in our day-to-day phenomenological experi-
ence. In an attempt to deal with this difficulty, this article makes
reference to a number of videos (listed in Table I), each with a
hyperlinked URL, which we encourage the reader to watch along-
side the corresponding text because we have found that they go a
long way toward overcoming the difficulties capturing aspects of
multiperson iMD-VR that are difficult to communicate with text
alone.

II. IMD AND VR: CONTEXT, HISTORY,
AND PERCEPTION
A. A hierarchy for classifying VR technologies

A detailed review of the history of VR is available elsewhere.44,52

While VR technologies have been available for much longer than
the latest hype cycle, the distinguishing feature of the current resur-
gence is the fact that technology which was previously only available
in specialist research labs or medical school facilities is now avail-
able at considerably lower prices. Driven mostly by the consumer
gaming and entertainment market, recent advances in VR hardware
provide commodity-priced solutions to the longstanding problem of
colocated interaction in three dimensions. HCI technologies are co-
located when there is a perfect alignment between the interaction sites
in physical space and the interaction sites in virtual space.53 Touch-
screens, for example, solve the problem of 2D colocation because the
interaction site in physical space is identical to the interaction site
in virtual space. This is a significant reason why children at a very
young age find it straightforward to navigate a touchscreen. Com-
bining infrared optical tracking, inertial movement units (IMUs),
and application specific integrated circuits (ASICS), commodity VR
technology such as the HTC Vive offers fully colocated interaction
in three dimensions, tracking a participant’s real-time 3D position
with errors less than a centimeter and allowing participants to reach
out and touch simulated objects in the virtual world, as shown in
Fig. 1 and Video 1.

A wide array of relatively distinct technologies are currently
available which are often referred to as “virtual reality,” each of
which offers different affordances. However, it is important to
address a widespread misconception: strapping a screen to one’s head
implies nothing about the level of immersion the participant experi-
ences. VR pioneers such as Jaron Lanier have emphasized this point,
highlighting the fact that a number of frameworks which are often
referred to as “virtual reality” enable participants to do little more
than “just looking around in a spherical video.”52 Lanier, along with
other HCI researchers, has made a point to distinguish those tech-
nologies which do afford reaching out to touch the virtual world:
If you can’t reach out and touch the virtual world and do some-
thing to it, you are a second class citizen within it... a subordinate
ghost that cannot even haunt.52 From this point on in this article,
we use the term “virtual reality” specifically in reference to tech-
nologies such as the HTC Vive and the Oculus Rift, whose design
affordances enable one to “reach out and touch” simulated realities.
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In an excellent recent review of virtual reality principles and appli-
cations,44 Mel Slater highlights a useful way to schematize different
VR technologies according to the level of immersion which they offer.
VR technologies are ultimately sophisticated simulators, and there-
fore, any VR technology’s level of immersion can be defined relative
to another VR technology by making a determination as to whether
its affordances enable it to simulate in principle (or not) the experi-
ences available with another technology. So we can say that a specific
VR technology A is “more immersive” than another VR technology
B so long as A could be designed (in principle) to simulate the expe-
rience of using B. Our efforts to date have focused primarily on the
HTC Vive because it represents one of the most immersive com-
modity frameworks according to this definition—i.e., its versatility
enables it to simulate the vast majority of other VR technologies (e.g.,
a CAVE,10 a Samsung Gear headset, and a PlayStation headset) but
not vice versa.

Beyond virtual reality, other forms of technology are emerg-
ing which enable simulated immersive experiences, including aug-
mented reality (AR) and mixed reality (MR). While a detailed dis-
cussion of these various emerging technologies is beyond the scope
of this paper (and complicated owing to the fact that the technol-
ogy is evolving rapidly), we note that the various forms of embodied
digital interaction (whether they are forms of virtual, augmented,
or mixed reality) are sometimes referred to on aggregate as “XR”
or “extended” reality. Having experimented with a wide range of
available technologies, we have found the aforementioned HTC
Vive to be generally robust for the purposes of molecular simu-
lation and visualization. Moreover, the HTC Vive also allows us
to design experiences which enable groups of people within the
same space (as shown in Fig. 1) to simultaneously cohabit the same
simulated virtual world. However, we note that the technology is
steadily advancing, and many of the ideas in this paper are not lim-
ited to VR. They could easily be extended to any of a range of XR
technologies so long as their affordances enable one to “reach out
and touch” simulated realities and then carry out spatial manipu-
lations with a sufficient degree of precision so as to enable work-
ers to carry out detailed atomic adjustments and rearrangements.
Throughout this article, we describe people who use VR as “partic-
ipants” rather than “users,” recognizing that VR is different from
other forms of human–computer interface because the human can
actively participate in the virtual world.44

B. Interactive molecular simulation
Historical efforts to use computing to design new ways to

interact with molecular simulations have been strongly influenced
by the kinds of tangible (e.g., plastic, metal, and wood) molec-
ular models that have been historically important in chemistry
and biochemistry—e.g., three-dimensional (3D) molecular mod-
els such as Dorothy Hodgkin’s crystallographic model of peni-
cillin’s structure,54 Pauling’s models to identify the structure of
alpha-helices,55 Watson and Crick’s famous DNA model, and the56

large room-sized models, made from wire, plastic, brass, balsawood,
and plasticine which were used to refine and represent protein
crystal structures by pioneers such as Kendrew and Perutz.57,58

Physical models such as these provide structural insight but can-
not represent the often nonintuitive mechanics that determine
how molecules move and flex. The first researchers to pursue the

idea that computers could be used to construct tangible molecular
models whose motion was based on rigorous physical laws included
Brooks59 and Wilson,60 pioneers whose interests spanned both sci-
entific simulation and human-computer-interaction (HCI). Brooks
and Wilson were among the first to imagine how such technology
would offer better insight and also have the potential to accelerate
research workflows. Following on from the ideas outlined by Suther-
land, they speculated that interactive molecular simulation (iMS)
frameworks would lead to models which would be as intuitive to
manipulate as the old tangible models but which followed rigorous
physical laws.

Brooks, for example, designed an immersive six-degree-of-
freedom (DOF) force-feedback haptic system which participants
could manipulate to carry out molecular tasks,59,61 mounted at the
University of North Carolina (UNC) Department of Computer Sci-
ence.59,61–63 The original system was built from an enormous robotic
arm called the Argonne Remote Manipulator (ARM).63 Building on
evidence that force feedback tools allowed participants to efficiently
carry out remote manipulation tasks relevant to space research,
underwater operations, and nuclear/radiation laboratories,64 Brooks
sought to investigate whether the same was true for manipulation of
molecular models. He designed a study in which participants were
instructed to carry out a simple force minimization task emulat-
ing a ligand-receptor molecular docking-type problem—namely a
rigid diatomic molecule in which each atom is acted upon by three
unique harmonic forces and initialized in a nonoptimal configura-
tion. His results suggested that participants were able to minimize
the interaction potential energy faster relying upon “blind” force-
feedback compared to visual feedback. Inspired by this work, Schul-
ten and co-workers subsequently miniaturized Brooks’ setup: by
manipulating a desktop-mounted haptic pointer, participants could
steer the real-time dynamics of molecules rendered on a stereo-
graphic screen.65 This remains the approach utilized in most pub-
lished iMS approaches59—i.e., the participant manipulates a small
pen-shaped mouse that can move in three translational dimensions
(x, y, and z) and three rotational dimensions (rx, ry, and rz). This
pen-shaped mouse is attached to a robotic arm which can be pro-
grammed to “resist,” a phenomenon which workers in HCI often
refer to as “force-feedback.” This approach has been extended by
others, including Baaden, Reiher, Martinez, and co-workers to inter-
actively manipulate molecular mechanics66 and quantum chemistry
simulations.67,68

C. “Feeling” molecules in virtual reality
The use of VR in surgical contexts—where it is intended to

simulate a surgeon’s experience of manipulating and cutting human
tissues—is rather distinct from the use of VR to manipulate molec-
ular structure and dynamics. Perhaps the most important differ-
ence pertains to the design reference. Surgical simulator applica-
tions have a well-defined and measurable design reference, with a
well-defined design question: how does the simulation “feel” com-
pared to an experience involving human tissue? Molecular appli-
cations, on the other hand, have no similarly well-defined design
reference—i.e., there is no clear answer to the question “What does
a molecular system ‘feel’ like?” or to the question “what should a
molecular system ‘feel’ like?” The lack of reference is a central part
of what makes developing a real-time molecular simulation and
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manipulation framework a fascinating and creative challenge, which
must necessarily consider aesthetics, design, and participant psy-
chology in order to be effective.

Brooks did much to develop practical iMS strategies, and nearly
everybody who has persisted in exploring iMS over the years has
adopted his 6 DOF haptic approach. The miniaturization of such
haptic devices has also made them practical for use within surgical
simulators, where they can be operated (for example) as a surgi-
cal knife or be programmed to accurately simulate the resistance of
tissues. As a result of the work by both Brooks and Wilson, many
workers in iMS have concluded that simulating the “feeling” of a
molecular structure requires the use of force feedback haptics con-
nected to robotic arms. One problem with these sorts of haptic
devices is that they face a well-known limitation in their ability to
achieve 3D “colocation.” For interactive molecular simulations, 3D
colocation is an important design consideration, owing to the fact
that molecules are 3D objects which move in 3D. In principle, colo-
cated solutions involving haptics are possible—e.g., by colocating
the haptic device within the VR environment. However, such strate-
gies require compatibility between multiple layers of noncommodity
technologies, and it remains unclear whether their technological cost
and sophistication outweighs their benefits. Moreover, haptic tech-
nologies face fundamental limitations, owing to the fact that there
are excellent solutions available for specific types of interaction (e.g.,
pushing a needle through tissue in a surgical simulation or using
an exoskeleton to apply force feedback to an arm); however, there
are no generalized solutions in the form of a single device which
enables participants in a VR environment to feel anything (e.g., in
the same way that visual or auditory display can be programmed to
display anything). For this reason, some have argued that a gener-
alized haptic solution is likely only possible in the form of a direct
brain interface, in which case haptics will become a branch of applied
neuroscience.69

Haptic technologies such as a robotic arm which a participant
can pull and which then pulls back offer one particular form of “felt”
sensation; however, our own research experience to date strongly
suggests that felt sensation can be accomplished without the use
of haptic pointers. Indeed, our experience of taking thousands of
people into iMD-VR over the past few years, and enabling them
to manipulate a range of different molecular structures, has shown
that people do indeed “feel” molecular responses as they manipu-
late them. One particularly notable example of this occurred during
an experiment which we will henceforth refer to as the “Burke Per-
ception Experiment” (BPE), carried out during a visit by Professor
Kieron Burke to our lab in Bristol—and one particular comment
which he made during his 30-min iMD-VR experience. After Kieron
successfully threaded methane through a nanotube, we instructed
him to perturb a simulation of a small peptide (17-alanine) from
its native structure and then tie it into a knot. While manipulating
the peptide, Kieron remarked “this feels so much different than the
nanotube.”

This comment during the BPE is notable because it is extremely
common. Multiple people, from a wide range of backgrounds,
consistently comment on the fact that different molecules’ sim-
ulations “feel” differently. However, it is not obvious why these
sorts of comments consistently emerge: watching people from out-
side of VR, as shown in Video 1, they appear to be grasping at
air. They are not touching anything physical. In a first attempt to

unravel the mechanisms which might be at play here, we have been
developing a concept of “layered perceptions.”9,70 At the moment,
we believe that one’s ability to “feel” a molecular object in VR arises
from a layering of visual perception on top of proprioception (the
nonvisual sense through which we perceive the position and move-
ment of our body). So when Kieron Burke reaches out to “touch”
a nanotube in VR, he locks his force tweezers onto an atom (or
selection of atoms) in a nanotube, whose underlying physics are
dominated by covalent interactions (simulated in real-time). The
form of these forces requires Kieron to move in a particular way
in order to make the system respond as he wishes. The protein, on
the other hand, has dynamics which are largely governed by much
weaker nonbonded interactions. And therefore, Kieron must move
in a slightly different way in order to tie the protein into a knot. Our
working hypothesis is that Kieron’s proprioceptive sensations are
working alongside his visual sense to project a sense of “feeling” onto
objects which are otherwise only virtual—i.e., his brain is integrat-
ing visual and proprioceptive details to “fill in” the details of what
such an object would feel like. This hypothesis is grounded in part
from published work demonstrating that virtual reality can be used
to heighten proprioceptive recovery in stroke patients,71 along with
research showing that well-constructed VR experiences operate so
as to encourage the brain to “fill in” the perceptual details of a given
scenario.44

We are currently working to test these hypotheses in fur-
ther detail. Whatever the precise mechanism, it appears that people
can “feel” simulated objects which do not have a material essence.
That sense of “feeling” provides them an embodied awareness
of how nanoscale systems [simulated using classical dynamics on
approximate potential energy surfaces (PESs)] behave and how
they respond to perturbation. This is an important insight because
it means that it is possible to “feel” a molecule without expen-
sive haptic technologies, which are noncommodity pieces of equip-
ment and therefore tend to be rather expensive and cumbersome.
Moreover, by heightening our proprioceptive sensitivities, it may
be possible to enhance our ability to “feel” simulated realities.
Because there is no design reference for what a molecule should
feel like, using subtle mechanisms such as proprioception repre-
sents an approach which is equally reasonable compared to hap-
tic approaches. The extent to which we can effectively design for
the proprioceptive sense of feeling remains to be seen. Further
HCI tests will provide insight into this approach’s strengths and
weaknesses.

III. AN OPEN-SOURCE MULTIPERSON
IMD-VR ENVIRONMENT
A. Narupa

Figure 1 and Video 1 illustrate the Narupa framework we have
developed to interface the HTC Vive with rigorous real-time molec-
ular simulation algorithms, which we have released as an open-
source project. Narupa overcomes several limitations of the proof-
of-principle iMD-VR prototype framework we previously described
in an article by O’Connor et al.:8 (a) it enables easy access to the
multiperson functionality illustrated in Fig. 1 so that multiple partic-
ipants can inhabit the same iMD-VR environment; (b) rather than
the simulations being predefined in advance, it enables participants
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to set up and customize their own simulations using a flexible force
application programming interface (API) (discussed further below);
and (c) it can be set up to run on local networks (i.e., does not require
access to cloud computing over fast networks). While a real-time
MD simulation of C60 using molecular mechanics force fields is rel-
atively cheap, the client-server architecture shown in Fig. 1 enables
access to a more powerful computational back-end as needed, in
order to simulate systems of increased complexity (discussed further
in what follows). The URL irl.itch.io/narupaxr, where we have made
the Narupa executable available, contains a link to documentation
included as part of the open-source software repository, listing the
hardware required to set up a multiperson VR environment which
can accommodate n participants (where n ≤ 8), along with costs
and instructions on how one goes about setting up a lab of their
own.

B. Force biasing
The VR-enabled interactive MD shown in Video 1 effec-

tively amounts to a real-time classical dynamics simulation which
responds to real-time biasing forces, building on our previous work
using optical tracking technologies to interactively steer real-time
molecular simulations.4 In classical mechanics, the time-dependent
dynamics of molecular systems are solved by numerically integrat-
ing Newton’s equations of motion. The vector of forces acting on a
set of atoms F(t) can be written in terms of the system’s potential
energy V, i.e.,

F(t) = −
dV
dq

, (1)

where q is a vector containing the position of each atom in the
ensemble. Our system effectively allows participants to interac-
tively chaperone a real time MD simulation by splitting V into two
different components

V = Vint + Vext , (2)

where V int corresponds to the system’s internal potential energy and
Vext corresponds to the additional potential energy added when a
participant exerts a force on a specific atom (or group of atoms)
when they grab it using the handheld wireless controller shown in
Fig. 1. Substituting Eq. (2) into Eq. (3) then gives

F(t) = −
dVint

dq
−

dVext

dq
. (3)

The external forces can be implemented in a number of ways, includ-
ing by projecting a spherical Gaussian field into the system at the
point specified by the position of the participant’s handheld wireless
controllers and applying the field to “lock onto” the nearest atom j
as follows:

dVext

dq
=

mjc
σ2 (qj − gi)e

−∥qj−gi∥
2

2σ2 , (4)

where mj is the atomic mass of the nearest atom, c is a scale fac-
tor that tunes the strength of the interaction, q j is the position of
atom j, gi is the position of the interaction site, and σ controls the
width of the interactive field. c is variable parameter that the partici-
pant can set, so as to achieve responsive interaction while preserving

dynamical stability, and σ is typically set to the default value of
1 nm. While an interaction is active, it is always applied to the same
atom (or group of atoms), which means a participant can dynami-
cally adjust the direction and strength of the interaction simply by
repositioning the position of their handheld controllers with respect
to the atoms with which they are interacting, until they decide to
“let go.” As an alternative to the Gaussian potential outlined above,
we also use spring potentials, a technique used by previous iMD
implementations that predate modern virtual reality,72 which take
the following form:

dVext

dq
= 2mjc(qj − gi). (5)

The Gaussian field has the advantage that the maximum force
is limited by the Gaussian height, while the spring has no limit.
To prevent instability in the molecular system, the force a par-
ticipant can apply is limited so as not to exceed a maximum
value.

The Gaussian potential has more flexibility for tuning the
strength of the potential, and the fact that it decays to zero at long
distances reduces the chance of accidentally exerting a large force
on an atom. On the other hand, the spring potential may be more
intuitive in some cases because it allows one to increase the strength
of the force by simply increasing the distance. Determining which
interactive potential is better for particular applications remains a
question for further study in participatory tests. Much of the “art” of
iMD-VR involves understanding how to set the interaction param-
eters in Eqs. (4) and (5) so as to enable smooth, stable, and intuitive
dynamics for a given dynamics simulation setup, which does not
excessively perturb the system. Narupa enables participants to eas-
ily modify the value of the scaling parameter c from within VR,
tuning the interaction on the fly as they experiment with a given
system.

C. Interaction selection and force damping
The applications discussed in Sec. IV led us to design new

interaction algorithms beyond those described above, in order to
facilitate molecular manipulation in more complex systems such as
biomolecules. In particular, we realized that there were many cases
in which it was advantageous to be able to apply a force to an entire
subunit of a given molecular system, for example if one wishes to
manipulate a portion of a protein’s secondary structure and ensure
that it remains intact. To address this, we implemented a selection
interface, shown in Video 2 (vimeo.com/305459472), which allows
a participant to identify a group of atoms which they would like to
manipulate (a similar selection interface also enables a participant
to choose different renderings for different parts of the molecule).
Having specified a particular selection, the participant can then exert
an interactive force on the center of mass of the entire subunit, in a
fashion that keeps secondary structures intact. Such a method is also
extremely useful studying systems linked to protein-ligand binding,
for example enabling a researcher to exert an interactive force on an
entire ligand. If we let xN be the center of mass of the atoms included
within a particular selection and assume that an interactive potential
is applied to this group, then the overall force to apply to the atoms,
FN , is calculated as in the single atom case described by Eqs. (4) and
(5), except instead of a single atomic position, the center of mass is
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used as the center of interaction, effectively substituting xN for q j,
and setting mj to 1, which gives

FN =
c
σ2 (xN − gi)e

−∥xN−gi∥2

2σ2 . (6)

This total force is divided among the atoms and applied in a mass-
weighted fashion as follows:

dVext

dq
=

1
N

mjFN . (7)

The resulting interaction allows complex manipulations which, for
example, can preserve protein secondary structure.

We also realized that, similar to medical surgery, the ability
to carry out manipulations on a real-time MD simulation depends
critically on a participant’s ability to make gentle movements which
do not irreversibly perturb too many parts of the system. Interact-
ing with the atomic system by applying bias potentials enables the
motion of the system to be integrated as usual. However, in some
cases, the accumulation of biasing forces on the system can have
unintended consequences as the forces are integrated into the veloc-
ities of the atoms of the system. This can make a system challenging
to control, because the only way for an atom (or selection thereof) to
lose momentum added by a participant is via: (1) velocity-damping
energy transfer through collisions with other parts of the system,
(2) velocity dampening and friction from the thermostat, or (3) the
participant applying a force in the opposite direction. One strategy
which avoids excess momentum buildup during interactive molecu-
lar simulations involves performing continuous energy minimiza-
tion67 rather than continuously integrating the system dynamics.
This strategy works well for small molecular systems and reactions,
in which manipulating a single atom and having the system con-
stantly minimize its energy is tractable. Inspired by this strategy,
we have developed a hybrid method which uses velocity reinitial-
ization as a way to mitigate the effects of accumulated momentum.
Upon interacting with a single atom or group of atoms, the molec-
ular dynamics continues to be integrated as usual, except now the
interactive biasing potentials are also being applied. Once the par-
ticipant stops interacting with the atoms, the atoms involved in the
interaction have their velocities randomly drawn from a Maxwell-
Boltzmann distribution at a target temperature of αT, where T is the
target equilibrium temperature of the thermostat and α ∈ (0, 1] is
a scale factor chosen by the participant, which by default is set to
a value of 0.5. To maintain stability, velocities are typically reinitial-
ized to a temperature lower than the target equilibrium temperature.
This is similar to the Andersen thermostat, except rather than being
applied to atoms at random, the velocity reinitialization is specifi-
cally targeted at those atoms involved in an interaction. By reinitial-
izing the velocities, any overall momentum in the atoms in a partic-
ular direction is removed. Of course, there is a time scale associated
with re-equilibration, but applying interactive forces already takes
the system out of equilibrium, and the benefit of being able to accu-
rately manipulate groups of atoms which are in an approximately
correct ensemble outweighs this effect.

D. The Narupa force API
Simulating the dynamics of a particular molecular system

requires an engine to calculate the internal forces. Here, we

benefit from the fact that our framework has been designed to
flexibly communicate with a wide range of force engines via a
defined application programming interface (API). As illustrated in
Scheme 1, the API functions in a straightforward manner, sending
coordinates to a force engine and receiving forces in return. The
idea here is that the force engines which communicate to Narupa
can effectively operate as “black boxes,” which simply plugin to
Narupa. For example, we have connected our API to the follow-
ing force engines: an implementation of the MM3 forcefield;45,73

the OpenMM molecular dynamics package, which allows access
to a range of GPU-accelerated force engines;46 PLUMED, using
the VMD IMD API,72 which is capable of communicating with a
wide range of programs, e.g., GROMACS49 and LAMMPS;74 the
tight binding density functional theory package DFTB+;47 and the
semiempirical quantum chemistry package SCINE.48 The flexibility
of our API enables us to undertake VR-enabled interactive simu-
lations on a wide range of systems and optionally include either
implicit (e.g., continuum) or explicit (e.g., TIP3P water) solvent
models. In cases where we model explicit solvent, we do not typ-
ically visualize the solvent molecules, in order to maintain clarity
and high-quality rendering. Force integration is typically under-
taken using a velocity Verlet integrator, with an Andersen ther-
mostat75 set to a predefined target temperature. A time step of
1 fs is typical although we recently implemented the SETTLE and
CCMA constrained dynamics algorithms,76,77 which enables us to
achieve stable dynamics utilizing greater time steps of up to 2 fs
for biomolecular systems. The scientific applications outlined in
Sec. IV benefit from the flexibility of this force plugin architecture.
Narupa includes options which enable participants to store trajec-
tories which they generate while in VR, for subsequent analysis and
postprocessing.

E. Narupa renderers
The flexibility of the Narupa force API enables the simulation of

a wide range of molecular systems, and we are consequently working
to implement a number of rendering aesthetics. Familiar styles such
as ball-and-stick, liquorice, and van der Waals (VDW) representa-
tions are available, as well as a ribbon renderer for protein structures,
some of which are shown in Video 2. These styles can be applied to

SCHEME 1. Broad outline of the Narupa server/client design and the API that
enables communication between the VR client and the MD server. The MD server
contains the (thermostated) integrator, as well as engines for calculating both inter-
nal and external forces. The API enables flexibility for connecting different force
engines to the VR client.
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any selection layer created in VR, enabling intuitive customization.
The visualization settings can then be stored for repeat use or trans-
mitted to other participants to synchronize visualization for shared
experiences. High performance rendering of molecular structures in
VR is a challenge, requiring a target frame rate of 90 frames per sec-
ond for each eye, which is further complicated by the requirement
for rendering of simulations that are continuously updating from
data being received over the network. We are currently working
to improve rendering performance and build additional renderers,
such as a secondary structure renderer which can dynamically indi-
cate biomolecular features such as alpha helices and beta sheets. For
example, Video 3 (vimeo.com/315239519) shows a first person per-
spective of a real-time MD simulation of neuraminidase (PDB 3TI6)
displayed using a prototype secondary structure renderer which we
will soon add to the main Narupa source distribution. This renderer
uses the DSSP (Define Secondary Structure of Proteins) algorithm78

to calculate the hydrogen bonds and secondary structure present in
the molecule. This is combined with a cubic Hermite spline passing
through the alpha carbon chain of the enzyme to render a continu-
ous 3D chain. The secondary structure assignment is used to color
the chain appropriately and to stretch the chain to highlight arrows
and helices. The video shows how bits of the secondary structure
flicker in and out over the duration of the MD simulation.

F. Narupa examples
Narupa comes packaged with a number of stable examples,

which participants can inspect in order to guide them in setting up
their own interactive simulations. At present, the following examples
are packaged with Narupa:

● Two C60 buckyballs at 300 K simulated with a time step of
1 fs. This is the usual introductory simulation for familiariz-
ing users with the iMD-VR environment.

● A carbon nanotube and methane molecule simulated at
200 K with a 0.5 fs time step. The “task” here is to pass the
methane molecule through the nanotube.

● A short helicene fragment at 300 K and with a 1 fs time step,
which users can manipulate to switch between conforma-
tions characterized by either a left- or right-handed screw
sense.

● A 17-ALA helical peptide chain at 300 K and with a 2 fs
time step simulated with the Amber99SB forcefield, used
to demonstrate the ability to tie a molecular knot. This
simulation requires the OpenMM package.

● The enzyme H7N9 neuraminidase and the drug oseltamivir,
to demonstrate drug unbinding and rebinding, with the pro-
tein using the Amber03 force field, and the drug force field
parameterized using GAFF (General AMBER force field).
This simulation is run using an Andersen thermostat at
300 K, with a Verlet integrator and a time step of 0.5 fs. This
simulation also requires the OpenMM package.

● The smallest known knotted protein MJ0366 in its native
state, to illustrate the utility of 3D visualization, simu-
lated with the Amber03 forcefield using an Andersen ther-
mostat at 300 K with a Verlet integrator with a time
step of 0.5 fs. This simulation requires the OpenMM
package.

Unless otherwise specified, all simulations use the Berendsen ther-
mostat and the velocity Verlet integrator. The three hydrocarbon
simulations all use the MM3 force field. In the near future, we
will be adding a number of additional examples to the open-source
repository (e.g., those outlined in Sec. IV). For the smaller simu-
lations, good performance and fluid interactivity can be achieved
by running the force engine server and VR render client on the
same machine. However, for the larger simulations (e.g., H7N9 neu-
raminidase, MJ0366, or the quantum chemical systems described in
Sec. IV), achieving good performance and fluid interactivity often
requires running the force engine on one machine and the VR
render client on another, with communication over a fast local
network.

IV. SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH APPLICATIONS
A. Measuring task completion times

As we have come to demonstrate this framework more exten-
sively, we have often encountered the question: “does this provide
any research benefit?” To answer this question, we published recent
work aimed at quantitatively evaluating the extent to which our
framework accelerated some typical molecular simulation tasks. In a
series of controlled HCI studies, we tasked participants with a range
of molecular manipulation goals: (1) threading methane through a
nanotube; (2) changing screw-sense of a helicene molecule (from
left to right handed); and (3) tying a protein knot. These tasks
were selected because each requires a complicated 3D dynamical
choreography and also because they represent distinct classes of
dynamical change which are important across natural and engi-
neered nanosystems. For example, the CH4/nanotube task pro-
vides an analog for transport dynamics across nanopores of the
sort which are ubiquitous across bio-/materials chemistry.79 The
helicene task provides an example of induced changes in molecu-
lar helicity, which synthetic biologists have explored as a strategy
to transmit chemical messages.80,81 Molecular knots have been suc-
cessfully designed in recent synthetic work82 and have also been
observed to occur in protein structures, where they have been associ-
ated with neurodegenerative diseases.83 The results, shown in Fig. 2,
quantitatively demonstrate that participants within the iMD-VR
environment can complete molecular modeling tasks more quickly
than they can using conventional interfaces such as a mouse or
a touchscreen, especially for molecular pathways and structural
transitions whose conformational choreographies are intrinsically
3-dimensional.

For tasks (a) and (c), Fig. 2 indicates that iMD-VR provides
a clear acceleration benefit compared to the other platforms and
also that the more inherently 3D the task, the greater the benefit.
The knot-tying task results [Fig. 2(c)] are the most dramatic. A task
such as knot-tying, which is so intrinsically 3D, is very difficult to
accomplish outside of VR. For the nanotube task [Fig. 2(a)], the
accomplishment rates, mean time, and median time in iMD-VR are
a factor of approximately 2×–3× faster than on other platforms. At
first glance, the helicene task [Fig. 2(b)] is a case in which iMD-
VR appears to provide little significant rate enhancement compared
to other platforms. Observation of the study participants shows
that this is because changes in helicene screw-sense are most effi-
ciently accomplished using a simple 2D circular motion, as shown
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FIG. 2. Left-hand side panels show interactive molecular simulation tasks used as application tests: (a) threading CH4 through a nanotube; (b) changing the screw-sense
of a helicene molecule; and (c) tying a knot in a polypeptide (17-ALA). Colors selected in this figure are chosen for the sake of clarity. The right-hand side panels show the
user study results corresponding to each task, including accomplishment rates for each task (n = 32 for all tasks), with Poisson error estimates, and the distribution of task
accomplishment times. In the box-and-whisker plots, whiskers indicate the data range and the box indicates the standard error of the distribution. The mean is shown as a
solid line, and the median is shown as a dashed line. Reprinted with permission from M. O’Connor et al., Sci. Adv. 4, eaat2731 (2018).8 Copyright 2018 Author(s), licensed
under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License.

in Video 1. Essentially, the 2D limitations of the mouse and touch-
screen constrain the participant in carrying out a motion which is
well suited to inducing changes in molecular screw-sense so that
iMD-VR provides little additional benefit. Closer inspection of the
helicene time distributions shows that iMD-VR does afford some
advantage: the median time required to change molecular screw-
sense in iMD-VR is 30%–40% less than the median time required
on a touchscreen or using a keyboard/mouse.

Reassuringly, we found zero instances where users experienced
VR-sickness during the experiments carried out to gather the data in
Fig. 2. To date, thousands of people have volunteered to experience

our system, and very few (less than 10) instances have arisen where
participants report any form of sickness—a very small probability.
This is an important point because there is a widespread misconcep-
tion that a VR experience necessarily entails some form of motion-
related illness. This is not in fact the case. The causes of VR sickness
are well understood by workers in human-computer interaction and
psychology. One of the most common causes of VR sickness arises
from inconsistency between the visual information arriving to the
brain and the information arriving for processing by the vestibular
and proprioceptive system. For example, a sure-fire way to induce
VR sickness is by simulating motion within the VR headset while
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a participant is stationary. In such a case, the brain’s visual system
is presented cues suggesting motion, at odds with the cues to the
vestibular and proprioceptive systems, which are not experiencing
motion. This perceptual disconnect leads to sickness in significant
fractions of people (including several of the authors on this article!).
For high-performance scientific applications such as those being dis-
cussed herein, VR sickness can sometimes arise as a result of compu-
tational bottlenecks which cause the system to “lag.” In such cases,
it is often possible to improve system performance through detailed
optimizations or at least to define the operational performance lim-
its of the system which avoid participants experiencing illness. The
important point is this: high-end commodity VR enables designers to
avoid experiences which lead to illness. In the vast majority of cases,
the origins of VR sickness are well-understood, and neither design-
ers nor participants should settle for VR experiences which induce
illness.

B. Using iMD-VR to train neural networks
to learn energy functions

The first iMD-VR simulation we ever ran (in September 2016)
was OH + CH4, using a multistate empirical valence bond (EVB)
force field84,85 which we designed to simulate OH + CH4 → CH3
+ H2O. Tests run on a number of participants indicated that our
system provided insight into several subtle nuances characteristic
of dynamical systems. For example, participants reported that (1)
when using their handheld force “tweezers” to manipulate the CH4
carbon, they could detect the vibrational wobbliness of the attached
hydrogen atoms; (2) as they brought OH + CH4 into close prox-
imity, they could feel nonlocal electrostatic repulsions arise; and (3)
when releasing the OH or CH4 molecules with translational kinetic
energy, they could see the resulting translational and vibrational
damping as a consequence of the thermostat. Successfully under-
taking a reaction to make CH3 + H2O required that participants
place sufficient kinetic energy into the relative translational motion
of the reactants to get over the barrier and also that they guide OH
+ CH4 into an orientation which could overcome the randomizing
influence of entropy and enable hydrogen abstraction. These early
experiments, illustrated in Video 4 (vimeo.com/315218999), pro-
vided the first indication that our iMD-VR system was sufficiently
intuitive and afforded adequate control for simulation tasks to be
successfully undertaken in a way which was reproducible by a wide
cross section of participants.

In general, the simulation of chemical reactions requires quan-
tum mechanical approaches, which are computationally expensive
compared to molecular mechanics, limiting the size of simula-
tion that can be performed. For example, parallelized semiempir-
ical methods enable us to explore systems with 100–200 atoms
at interactive latencies. Using machine learning, it is possible to
train models which are faster than quantum mechanical methods
and which reproduce quantum mechanical energy surfaces enabling
interactive simulation of even larger systems. In recent work, we
have been exploring the use of iMD-VR to rapidly sample chem-
ical space in order to construct data sets for training machines
to learn potential energy functions. The motivation for this work
lies in recognizing that the rise of machine learning is creating a
paradigm shift which sees increasing value being placed on data
curation—that is, data size, quality, bias, format, and coverage.

Data-related issues are becoming as important and time-consuming
as the algorithmic methods used to process and learn from the data,
and iMD-VR provides an efficient strategy whereby human experts
can curate data for training machines.

Curating data sets of molecular geometries and their corre-
sponding ab initio energies, which can then be fit using func-
tions that yield efficient energies and gradients on the PES,
represents a longstanding research problem in computational
molecular physics. In recent work, we have shown that explo-
ration of molecular configuration space by human participants using
iMD-VR to steer “on-the-fly” ab initio MD can be used to gener-
ate molecular geometries for training GPU-accelerated neural net-
works (NNs) to learn reactive potential energy surfaces (PESs).13

Video 5 (vimeo.com/311438872) shows our first application using
this strategy, focused on hydrogen abstraction reactions of CN rad-
ical + isopentane using real-time semiempirical quantum chemistry
through a plugin to the SCINE Sparrow package developed by Rei-
her and co-workers86–88 (scine.ethz.ch), which includes implemen-
tations of tight-binding engines such as DFTB alongside a suite
of other semiempirical methods.48 To obtain the results described
herein, we have utilized the SCINE Sparrow implementation of
PM6, with the default set of parameters. Using real-time PM6 in
VR, graduate student Silvia Amabilino spent approximately 1 h
in iMD-VR, using it to sample a wide range of H-abstraction
pathways at primary, secondary, and tertiary sites on isopentane.
Figure 3 shows an illustrative example abstraction of a primary
hydrogen and compares the PESs predicted by NNs trained using
data obtained from iMD-VR vs NNs trained using a more traditional
method, namely, molecular dynamics (MD) constrained to sample
a predefined grid of points along those coordinates which define
hydrogen abstraction reactions [shown as D1 and D2 in Fig. 3(a)].
Figure 3(b) shows the density of points sampled for each method
as a function of energy; the bimodal structure of the iMD-VR curve
reflects sampling in the product and reactant minima, indicating that
user-sampled structures obtained with the quantum chemical iMD-
VR machinery enable excellent sampling in the vicinity of the min-
imum energy path (MEP). The data in Fig. 3(b) provide strong evi-
dence that iMD-participants can generate data which are clustered
along the MEP and therefore not too far from an equilibrium ensem-
ble. Constrained MD (CMD) data, in comparison, did less well in
sampling along the MEP owing to self-consistent field (SCF) con-
vergence failures, but enabled sampling of high-energy “off-path”
structures. Figure 3(c) shows the predictions of NNs trained using
iMD-VR data, and Fig. 3(d) shows the predictions of NNs trained
using the constrained MD data. Both reproduce important qualita-
tive features of the reactive PESs such as a low and early barrier to
abstraction. The NN trained on the iMD-VR data does very well pre-
dicting energies which are close to the MEP but less well predicting
energies for “off-path” structures, whereas the CMD data do better
predicting high-energy “off-path” structures.

More broadly, we are developing an API plugin which will
enable communication between Narupa and the QML quantum
machine learning package initiated by von Lilienfield and co-
workers89 so that QML can be used as a force engine for iMD-VR.
The QML package contains a wide range of machine learned mod-
els which provide forces and energies trained on high-level quan-
tum data. Kernel-based models such as those available in QML
can be used to describe molecular potential energy surfaces with
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FIG. 3. (a) shows the bond dis-
tances defining one particular hydro-
gen abstraction reaction coordinate for
CN + isopentane. (b) shows the ker-
nel density estimate of the configura-
tional energies sampled using the iMD-
VR approach (orange) and the con-
strained MD approach (blue). The dot-
ted lines show the average energy of the
sampled reactant and product geome-
tries. Panels (c) and (d) show the PESs
predicted by neural nets trained using
geometries sampled using iMD-VR and
CMD, respectively.

spectroscopic accuracy, using only a very limited amount of train-
ing data. Such models are inherently fast, with O(N) scaling if used
with appropriate cutoffs.

C. Reaction discovery using “on-the-fly”
ab initio dynamics

A particularly prevalent problem in the chemical sciences
involves mapping complex networks of reactions in order to pre-
dict how a particular system (e.g., the gas mixture in a combustion
engine90 or a complex catalytic cycle91) evolves in time. Devising
automated methods for discovering important reactions and trans-
formations characterizing a given chemical system is an area that
has attracted significant interest in recent years, with a number
of strategies proposed to tackle the problem.90,92–97 Building on a
number of recent examples where scientific problems have been
“gamified,”98–100 we have been using Narupa to investigate the extent
to which human insight might be harnessed to accelerate mechanism
discovery and understand how human search differs from machine
search.

Video 6 (vimeo.com/312963823) shows a participant’s first-
person perspective as they manipulate a real-time simulation using
a quantum mechanical force engine to “discover” chemical reac-
tions in the OH + propyne system. Figure 4 shows preliminary
data obtained from a participant group of 21 University of Bristol

undergraduate students, each of whom was given 5 min using iMD-
VR in Narupa to discover reactions in this way. In our preliminary
tests, the students were given a very simple instruction to “discover”
as many different reactions as they could. Forces in these simulations
were obtained through an interface with the semiempirical SCINE
code using the PM6 level of theory.48 Figure 4 shows a comparison of

FIG. 4. Comparison of reactions (edges) and species (nodes) found by humans in
iMD-VR vs those from the automated ChemDyME software. The starting node
(OH + propyne) is green, those chemical species found in both iMD-VR and
ChemDyME are in red, those found in iMD-VR only are in blue, and those found
from ChemDyME only are in orange.
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these preliminary participant-generated results with those obtained
from the ChemDyME automated reaction mechanism generator
(github.com/RobinShannon/ChemDyME) using the same level of
theory.96 In Fig. 4, each node in the network diagram represents
a different molecular configuration, all originating from the green
OH + propyne node. Figure 4 shows that iMD-VR participants and
ChemDyME initially found many of the same reactions, represented
by the red nodes. The reactions sampled in iMD-VR (blue) and by
ChemDyME (orange) then diverge, characterized by two very differ-
ent search strategies. ChemDyME sampling covers a smaller number
of reactions with lots of dead end nodes, whereas human guided VR-
sampling identifies many more channels, with significant intercon-
version between nodes. Preliminary analysis indicates that human
guided iMD-VR searches were particularly adept at finding associa-
tion and dissociation processes—e.g., involving high energy associ-
ation and dissociations of a single species into 2 or more fragments.
In this instance, ChemDyME appears better at finding isomerization
barriers.

We devised a preliminary “scoring function” for comparing
the performance of the respective search strategies. The scoring
function awarded points for finding new pathways. Our prelimi-
nary results show that human search strategies (like machine search
strategies) are very sensitive to the details of the scoring func-
tion used to evaluate progress. In an attempt to incentivize iMD-
VR users to discover lower energy pathways, fewer points were
awarded for higher energy pathways. Figure 5 shows this scor-
ing function applied to the iMD-VR and the ChemDyME results
as a function of the number of time steps. iMD-VR participants
were extremely effective at finding a large number of high scor-
ing bimolecular channels. Compared to ChemDyME, our prelimi-
nary scoring function implementation appears to incentivize human
experts to find more channels overall but to miss lower energy
channels. Moving forward, we plan to investigate the extent to
which different scoring mechanisms in conjunction with auditory

FIG. 5. The time-dependent score as reactions are discovered, using both iMD-VR
and the automated ChemDyME software.

feedback might influence search strategies. We are particularly
interested in understanding the difference in human vs computer
search strategies and understanding whether human search tech-
niques might be used to devise new kinds of automated search
algorithms.100

D. Measuring task reversibility in complex systems
If iMD-VR is to evolve into a sophisticated tool for carrying

out detailed atomic manipulations on systems which are larger and
more complicated than those discussed above, then a critical ques-
tion is the extent to which complex structural manipulations—e.g.,
in a biomolecule—are in fact reversible. The level of reversibility is
an indicator of (1) the level of control which a participant has over
the systems they are investigating and (2) the extent to which the
iMD-participant is able to maintain the system in an ensemble which
is not too far from equilibrium. In a first attempt to try and evaluate
this, we have been looking at loop motions in the well-studied pro-
tein cyclophilin A (CypA), where there is evidence that large-scale
collective motions take place.101,102 Here, we highlight some prelim-
inary results which we have obtained during studies of the so-called
“100s” loop in CypA (formed from residues 100–110), which under-
goes a gating motion shown in Fig. 6. The representative configura-
tions shown in Fig. 6 come from an interactive trajectory generated
using iMD-VR, which is shown in Video 7 (vimeo.com/306778545).
Snapshot 1 of Fig. 6 shows the CypA native state, in which the
100s loop (highlighted in orange) is in close proximity to residues
80–90 (colored cyan). Snapshot 2 shows a conformational state
in which the loop has begun to move away from residues 80–
90 and toward the purple 70s loop (composed of residues 65–75).
In Snapshot 3, the 100s loop is in very close proximity to the
70s loop.

Starting from the native state shown in snapshot 1 of Fig. 6,
we generated three different iMD-VR trajectories, with our intent
being to move the loop away from its native structure and then back
again, following a similar progression as shown in Fig. 6. Figure 7
shows the fraction of native contacts along each of the three iMD-
VR trajectories A, B, and C. It shows that two of the trajectories (B
and C) make excursions away from the native state before return-
ing toward it. The trajectory colored in orange (A), however, does
not return close to its original native state structure over the dura-
tion of the iMD-VR run. Closer inspection of trajectory A shows that
the 100 s loop did indeed move toward the 70 s loop (as intended)
but that upon returning back toward the native state, the loop con-
tained too much momentum. As a result, it irreversibly distorted the
structure. The right-hand side panels of Fig. 7 tell a similar story
as the left-hand side panel but using a slightly different representa-
tion: here we show the time-dependence of the trajectories in the
space of the first two principle components of the heavy atom con-
tacts. In both Figs. 6 and 7, iMD-VR trajectory C (colored green)
is particularly noteworthy: it shows that a careful participant can
return the loop to a configuration which is very close to the native
state, with 0.996 of all native contacts restored. While the sample size
here is relatively small, this is, nonetheless, an encouraging result: it
shows that if molecular manipulation is carried out with requisite
attention to detail, then it is possible to perform subtle, reversible
manipulations of the protein structure from within an iMD-VR
environment.
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FIG. 6. Conformational snapshots of CypA secondary structure sampled during a single representative iMD-VR trajectory, where the participant was specifically exploring
gating motion of the 100s loop (colored orange). Conformational snapshot 1 shows CypA in its native state, with the 70s loop (formed by residues 65–75) colored purple
and residues 80–90 colored cyan. Conformational snapshot 3 shows the 100s loop is in close proximity to the 70s loop. Conformational snapshot 2 shows an intermediate
conformation, between the 70s loop and residues 65–75.

E. Protein-ligand binding

The preliminary results outlined above suggest that complex
biomolecular manipulations using iMD-VR are in fact reversible.
With this knowledge in hand, we have been exploring additional
biomolecular application domains where iMD-VR might be used to
provide insight into biomolecular structure, function, and dynam-
ics. One specific domain where we have been concentrating our
efforts involves the use of iMD-VR to undertake flexible dock-
ing of small molecule ligands to protein structures, as illustrated
in Fig. 8. Broadly speaking, the discovery of molecular binding

poses using interactive molecular dynamics amounts to a four-
dimensional puzzle in which correct solutions are found by mov-
ing, rotating, and fitting a ligand into a protein binding pocket.
While there are increasing efforts aimed at using molecular dynam-
ics to examine protein-ligand binding,103–106 an iMD-VR approach
focuses on providing experts with a straightforward and intu-
itive means for expressing their molecular design insight to eval-
uate potential drug designs and corresponding binding hypothe-
ses. Using Narupa, we have been exploring the extent to which
human design insight and spatial reasoning can be used to guide
binding hypotheses, discover potential binding poses, and generate

FIG. 7. The left-hand side panel shows
fraction of native contacts over the
course of the three iMD-VR trajectories
(labeled here A, B, and C) in which the
100 s loop motion of CypA was explored;
right-hand side panels show the corre-
sponding iMD-VR trajectories projected
onto the first two principal components
obtained from PCA using the all heavy-
atom contact distances as the features.
Trajectories are colored from light to dark
to indicate the passage of time.
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FIG. 8. Top panel illustrates a researcher
using iMD-VR to investigate pathways
for binding and unbinding a ligand
(magenta) to a protein. Snapshots 1–3
in the bottom show three of the geome-
tries generated as a researcher utilizes
Narupa to interactively manipulate a real-
time Amber MD simulation of H7N9
neuraminidase and oseltamivir, explor-
ing dynamical pathways for unbind-
ing and rebinding oseltamivir. Confor-
mational snapshot 1 shows a struc-
ture near the beginning of the iMD-VR
session, where oseltamivir is bound to
neuraminidase; conformational snapshot
2 shows oseltamivir after the iMD-VR
researcher has undocked it from neu-
raminidase; and conformational snap-
shot 3 shows the final pose once
the iMD-VR researcher has redocked
oseltamivir to neuraminidase.

dynamical binding pathways for analyzing binding kinetics and
mechanisms. Resolving the kinetic mechanisms of the ligand-
protein association process has increasingly been recognized to pro-
vide additional insight into safe and differentiated responses of
candidate therapeutics.104

For example, Video 8 (vimeo.com/274862765) shows interac-
tive binding experiments which we undertook to dock the benza-
midine ligand to the trypsin protein using the Narupa-OpenMM
interface. Specifically, the video was generated beginning from
the benzamidine-trypsin complex (PDB:1S0R), which we param-
eterized using GAFF and the Amber14SB forcefield, treating sol-
vent effects using an OBC2 generalized Born implicit solvent
model. In order to ensure that the iMD-VR user did not acci-
dentally perturb the tertiary structure of trypsin, a restraint was
applied to the protein backbone; however, subsequent tests with-
out restraints have since shown that careful iMD-VR users are
able to undertake drug unbinding and rebinding without perturb-
ing protein tertiary structure. The movie shows benzamidine being
interactively guided out of the trypsin binding pocket and then
redocked. Our preliminary results, established through tests car-
ried out at a recent UK CCP-BioSim workshop, indicate that par-
ticipants, starting from a state where benzamidine was undocked,
were then able to identify the trypsin binding pocket and subse-
quently generated a dynamical pathway which established a bound
pose. These preliminary results provide evidence that it is indeed
possible to accelerate protein-ligand binding rare events and also
that the Narupa toolset furnishes sufficient control for this class
of rare events to be reversible, consistent with the conclusions of
Sec. IV D. Combined, these results suggest that the spatial cog-
nition of a trained biochemist can furnish insight into protein-
ligand binding events, in order to quickly explore a wide range of

thermodynamic states and kinetic pathways. By combining molecu-
lar insight and spatial reasoning, participants were able to manipu-
late the benzamidine in a fashion that allowed the primarily electro-
static binding forces to be overcome and then reestablished. Prelim-
inary results which we have undertaken to investigate the docking of
oseltamivir (commercially known as Tamiflu) to the H7N9 strain of
avian flu neuraminidase are similarly encouraging and indicate that
docking can be achieved even in a system where the docking dynam-
ics are more complicated, where unbinding and rebinding require
the opening and closing of a protein loop, as shown in Fig. 8 and
Video 9 (vimeo.com/296300796).

F. Molecular transport in zeolites
We have also been applying the Narupa iMD-VR framework

to understand the transport of small molecules through periodic
solid-state materials such as zeolites107 and metal-organic frame-
works (MOFs).108 Compared to protein structures of the sort dis-
cussed above, nanoporous materials like these can be constructed
from a number of different elements and are often characterized
by a similarly wide range of distinct bonding patterns. Whereas the
important interactions governing protein-ligand type interactions
tend to occur relatively near the surface of the protein structure,
the same is not true for small molecule transport in structures such
as zeolites. Small molecule transport in structures like these tends
to occur in channels which are buried in the interior and which
have a complex branched structure, which can lead to transport
involving nonintuitive directionalities. Such structures are particu-
larly important for industrial applications owing to the fact that they
are able to accommodate small molecules such as hydrocarbons,
facilitating both transport109,110 and catalysis. For example, within
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FIG. 9. ZMS-5 2ME-hexane structure.
The left-hand side panel shows inter-
action with a methyl group using the
Narupa handheld wireless controllers,
in order to manipulate the hydrocar-
bon position. The right-hand side panel
shows the van der Waals radius repre-
sentation for the same structure where
the hydrocarbon has been partially
extracted from the structure.

the petrochemical industry, these sorts of materials have essential
functions as catalysts for processes such as hydroxylation, alkylation,
and epoxidation,107 where they operate at much higher temperatures
and pressures than typical biocatalysts.

The fact that such materials typically find application under
more extreme conditions means that studying them in iMD-VR
requires a force regime which is quite distinct from those which are
typically used in our biomolecular studies. It also means that these
structures are more robust to the formation of local “hotspots” of
the sort that can sometimes arise in iMD-VR applications. Figure 9
and video 10 (vimeo.com/312957045) show a ZSM-5 zeolite struc-
ture which we have recently begun to study using Narupa, in order
to better understand the transport kinetics of 2-methyl-hexane. In
order to study this particular system, we connected the Narupa API
to PLUMED, which enables communication with a wide variety
of force engines including DL_POLY,50 from which we obtained
forces. The PLUMED interface allows us to retain the full flexibil-
ity of the DL_POLY program and run simulations using any of its
internal MD parameters and methods. The system shown in Fig. 9
is comprised of 288 zeolite atoms and was set up to be fully peri-
odic with a vacuum gap of 10 Å along the z axis. The Langevin
thermostat was set to 648 K with a friction coefficient of 5 ps−1.
The left-hand panel of Fig. 9 shows a first-person participant’s per-
spective while manipulating the zeolite using their handheld wire-
less controllers; the right-hand panel shows a partially extracted
hydrocarbon in a van der Waals representation. As the video shows,
iMD-VR enables one to perform detailed inspection of the zeolite
microstructure, interact with substrates in order to navigate them
within the channels, and test a range of pathways in order to under-
stand the mechanism and kinetics for adsorption, desorption, and
transport. In our preliminary studies on small-molecule transport
through zeolite frameworks, we have found that the ability to manip-
ulate and deform the channel has enabled us to better understand
how the channel structure and its corresponding flexibility impact
the hydrocarbon transport dynamics.111

V. ONGOING HCI RESEARCH
A. Sound as a real-time data channel

In a typical iMD-VR simulation, a massive quantity of data
is available for real-time streaming, much more than a partici-
pant can easily synthesize and understand on-the-fly. One of the
challenges of using the framework of Fig. 1 arises from the fact

that there are a range of important interactions which researchers
often care about during the course of a simulation but which can
be difficult to render “on-the-fly” as a result of visual congestion.
There is simply not enough screen space nor graphical process-
ing power to render all of the interactions a researcher may care
about as they use iMD-VR to explore a given system. One poten-
tial solution would be to create multiple real-time visual displays
(e.g., plots) within the iMD-VR environment; however, this risks
splitting the participant’s attention away from the molecular sys-
tem which they are studying. Furthermore, many of the features
which are important during the course of an iMD-VR simulation—
nonbonded energies, potential energy, steric clashes, or the instan-
taneous values of complex collective variable (CV) values—are dif-
ficult to represent visually. Data sonification—where real-time data
streams are converted into audio channels—offers a potential solu-
tion to these problems: it allows for the possibility that auditory
channels can be used to convey important information, thereby
reducing the quantity of onscreen rendering congestion, and it offers
ways of tracking real-time data streams that are difficult to render
visually.

Apart from a few examples,112–114 data sonification represents
relatively unexplored territory for the molecular sciences. How-
ever, research in human perception has shown that audio informa-
tion can have an important impact on visual perception; in some
cases, audio perception even overrides visual perception.115 More-
over, our auditory system has a significantly faster time resolu-
tion and a larger dynamic range than our visual system. Audio
can also be spatialized (e.g., we can “hear where things are com-
ing from,” even when the sound source is not directly pointed at
our ears). These features of audio make it an indispensable infor-
mation channel in video gaming and flight simulators and an inter-
esting data channel to explore in an immersive iMD-VR environ-
ment. Inspired by studies showing that multisensory integration
of vision with sound improves our ability to accurately process
information,3 we have begun to explore how sound might be uti-
lized to augment structural visual information in the molecular
sciences.6

The underutilization of sound in the molecular sciences arises
in part because methods for auditory rendering are less well defined
than their visual counterparts. Depicting an atom as a sphere and
a bond as a stick is an arbitrary decision but is intelligible owing
to the fact that both an atom and a sphere are spatially delim-
ited. Defining such a clearly delimited object in the audio realm
is not straightforward, neither spatially nor compositionally: it is
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difficult to imagine what constitutes an “atomistic” object in a piece
of audio design or music. Our preliminary work suggests that sound
is best utilized for representing nonlocal and dynamic properties of
the sort which are important in molecular science—e.g., potential
energy, free energy, nonbonded energy, electrostatic energy, local
temperature, and strain energy. Owing to their nonlocality, prop-
erties like these are difficult to represent using conventional visual
rendering strategies. Sound, however, offers an excellent means for
representing these things. Moreover, their rapid dynamical fluctua-
tions have a better chance of being detected by the auditory system,
given its faster temporal resolution compared to the visual system.
Video 11 (vimeo.com/312994336) shows a real-time iMD-VR sim-
ulation of 17-ALA peptide in which the potential energy can be
heard as a real-time audio stream. As the participant manipulates
the peptide, taking it from its native folded state to a high-energy
knotted state which is kinetically trapped, the sound dynamically
changes. Eventually, the participant unties the peptide knot, and
the protein relaxes to a lower energy state, which is reflected in
the sound. Interactively rendering the real-time potential energy
of a molecule poses a serious challenge for visual display meth-
ods, owing to the fact that the potential energy of a molecule is a
nonlocal descriptor which depends on the entire coordinate vec-
tor q. However, audio effectively captures changes in the energy.
We are currently undertaking user tests to evaluate the extent to
which audio improves accomplishment for tasks such as drug-ligand
binding.

B. VR gloves: Beyond controller-based interaction
Several participants who have experienced Narupa have

remarked that the controllers act as a barrier in their ability to feel
the dynamics of the simulated molecular systems.9,70 As a result of
these comments, we have been pursuing another avenue of research
which involves the ability to reach out and “directly touch” real-time
molecular simulations in iMD-VR—i.e., without being mediated by

a wireless VR controller like that wielded by the participants shown
in the schematic of Fig. 1. We have been experimenting with a wide
range of VR-compatible glove technologies. For example, technolo-
gies such as the Noitom Hi5 glove and the Manus VR glove, which
are equipped with 9 degrees of freedom (DOF) inertial movement
units (IMUs) and several finger mounted bend sensors, are able to
interactively track the relative position of the hand. To get positional
tracking within a VR system like that shown in Fig. 1, these gloves
can be combined with a wrist-mounted HTC Vive Tracker. The
commercially available Noitom Hi5 and Manus VR gloves are pri-
marily designed for gestural tracking in order to distinguish among
different hand poses for application in motion capture studios (e.g.,
identifying a “thumbs-up” gesture vs or a Vulcan “live long and pros-
per” gesture). However, these gloves are relatively expensive, and we
have found that their performance is not particularly well suited to
the kinds of tasks that a molecular scientist might want to carry out
in VR. For example, in an iMD-VR simulation, the ability to accu-
rately distinguish between hand poses is far less important than the
ability to accurately detect when a molecular scientists is reaching
out to “grasp” a particular atom (or selection of atoms) between their
thumb and their forefinger.

We have made progress in designing our own data gloves,51

a prototype of which is shown in Fig. 10. By sewing modern con-
ductive fabrics into the glove, we can detect when a participant
closes one of two circuits, by making a pinching motion between
(a) their thumb and index finger or (b) their thumb and forefin-
ger. The absolute position of the hand is obtained from mounting
an HTC Vive Tracker on the back of the glove. Our preliminary
results, obtained from a small set of user studies carried out in our
own laboratory, suggest that participants find the molecular and
atomic interaction afforded by this glove extremely intuitive. Com-
pared to the standard HTC Vive handheld controllers (shown in
Fig. 1), participants have indicated that they prefer the direct sense
of “touching” virtual simulations afforded by this glove. Moreover,
for accomplishing a range of molecular manipulation tasks, we have

FIG. 10. Images on the left show the pinch sensing data glove we have designed to enable robust molecular manipulation. The sequence of images on the right [(a)–(d)] show
a glove-wearing iMD-VR user’s first-person perspective within Narupa as they tie a knot in a real-time simulation of a 17-ALA peptide. (a) and (b) show the user unraveling
the helical secondary structure; (c) and (d) show the protein being tied into a knot.
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found that the glove design shown in Fig. 10 results in more sta-
ble iMD-VR experiences than the much more expensive Manus and
Noitom gloves. Video 12 (vimeo.com/305823646) shows the per-
spective of a participant who is wearing these gloves while under-
taking a protein knot-tying task. To “touch” an atom and exert a
force on it, the participant simply reaches out to the atom they
wish to touch and brings together their thumb and forefinger as
they would do if they were grasping a normal object. We are cur-
rently working to undertake more thorough HCI experiments to
evaluate the gloves shown in Fig. 10 compared to the standard wire-
less controllers shown in Fig. 1. In a separate set of experiments,
we have devised a sonification algorithm which lets participants
hear a real-time feed of the nonbonded protein-ligand energies in
Sec. IV E. We are evaluating the extent to which this audio feed
helps users to find drug binding poses, and carry out binding and
rebinding tasks.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
In this article, we have attempted to provide an overview of

possibilities which the current generation of immersive technolo-
gies (spanning both VR and XR) holds for advancing the molecular
sciences. We have introduced our open-source multiperson iMD-
VR framework Narupa and described some of our initial applica-
tions across different areas of molecular science, including small
molecules, materials, and biochemistry. The applications which we
have outlined in this paper, obtained by connecting our iMD-VR
client to both molecular mechanics and quantum mechanics force
engines, are encouraging. For studying 3D conformational dynam-
ics, the results in Sec. IV A show that iMD-VR enables efficiency
gains of 2–10× compared to standard computer interfaces. The
results in Sec. IV B demonstrate that iMD-VR offers an efficient
way to train machines to learn potential energy functions. Curating
accurate training data remains a longstanding problem for learn-
ing PES topologies; the paper by Amabilino et al. shows how data
curated (in 1 h by a single graduate student!) using iMD-VR to steer
“on-the-fly” ab initio dynamics can be used to train neural nets
which are accurate in the vicinity of the minimum energy path. The
results in Sec. IV C show that studies like those carried out Ama-
bilino et al. can be utilized as a kind of more generalized search strat-
egy to discover important molecular conformations and transition
pathways on reactive PESs, similar to the observation that arose from
the FOLDIT studies: humans are extremely adept at solving com-
plex spatial search problems.98 Section IV D (exploring loop motion
in CypA) and Sec. IV E (outlining iMD-VR drug docking studies)
illustrate that careful participants can generate results for com-
plex and high-dimensional biomolecular systems which are both
reversible and reproducible. Combined with the results of Ama-
bilino et al., these observations suggest that the regime which par-
ticipants sample during the course of an iMD-VR run does not
stray too far from the equilibrium ensemble. Section IV F high-
lights an exciting emerging application of iMD-VR, which is impor-
tant in a wide range of industrial contexts, because it will enable
us to get a sense of the extent to which pores can be engineered
in zeolite structures so as to tune molecular transport properties.
Together, these applications provide strong evidence that our iMD-
VR framework provides the sophistication required for experts to
make progress on complex and bespoke scientific projects—i.e., it

satisfies the “high-ceiling” design criterion which we discussed in the
introduction.

Our observations to date suggest that new tools such as iMD-
VR have the potential to change the kind of science that people
undertake,116 but there remains a great deal of work to be done in
developing the technology and understanding those applications to
which it is best suited. The ideal scenario is one in which technol-
ogy development and scientific applications are closely coupled so
that each can inform the other. In the near term, we believe that
the most promising applications for tools such as iMD-VR are those
which (1) are intrinsically three-dimensional and (2) require explor-
ing extremely high dimensional search spaces. For these sorts of
problems, brute force strategies take a very long time to converge,
and, moreover, the human brain is quite adept at using its pow-
ers of spatial reasoning to make intelligent mechanistic and design
hypotheses, especially when presented with interfaces that enable its
spatial reasoning powers to be fully expressed—i.e., without wasting
valuable time fiddling with a 2D molecular visualization tool, or a
command line scripting interface.

Exploring 3D conformational dynamics on rugged PESs to find
pathways between minima, along with corresponding free ener-
gies and kinetics, is an “NP-complete” problem for which no opti-
mal method exists,117 and a good example of the kind of prob-
lem where we plan to apply iMD-VR. For such problems, brute
force methods are impossible for all but the smallest systems, and
sophisticated search algorithms often struggle (e.g., umbrella sam-
pling, adaptive force biasing, temperature accelerated MD, metady-
namics,118 replica exchange, transition path sampling, string meth-
ods, Markov state models,105,119 forward flux sampling, milestoning,
and adaptive boxed molecular dynamics120). Most of these methods
require as input an initial guess at a pathway or else a set of col-
lective variables (CVs) along which biasing should be carried out,
and the quality of the results they generate depends on how close
the initial pathway or CV definition is to the actual minimum free
energy path (MFEP) a system takes as it moves between minima.
iMD-VR allows molecular scientists to combine spatial reasoning,
the proprioceptive “feel” of the molecular system, auditory render-
ings of observables such as the potential energy, and their molecular
training to effectively “draw” candidate pathways within the 3N-
dimensional simulation space. The results in Sec. IV A (threading
CH4 through a nanotube, changing helicene chirality, and tying a
peptide knot), Sec. IV D (loop motion in CypA), and Sec. IV E
(drug docking) represent our first attempts toward the goal of allow-
ing molecular scientists to sketch dynamical hypotheses in 3D and
provide compelling evidence that iMD-VR participants are indeed
able to quickly generate good pathways. In order to derive a free
energy from these 3D drawings, an additional postprocessing step
is required—namely, the 3N-dimensional path must be processed
using a dimensionality reduction algorithm, which can then be
used as input to a path-based free energy sampling method. While
we have made progress toward developing additional tools which
enable iMD-VR to form a workflow for path-based free energy sam-
pling, further method development efforts are required to enable this
idea to become a reality which can be applied to a wide range of
systems.

We are currently making progress in developing a VR-enabled
molecular builder which can be used in conjunction with our
iMD-VR framework. This will give molecular designers the ability
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to atomistically modify molecular structures during iMD-VR simu-
lation runs and evaluate the dynamical and functional consequences
of structural modifications. For this unified builder-simulator
framework, we envision molecular machines and synthetic biol-
ogy to be two important application domains. The 2016 Nobel
Prize in chemistry to Sauvage, Stoddart, and Feringa highlighted
molecular machines with controllable movements which can per-
form tasks when energy is added. Molecular machines span a wide
range of application domains—e.g., molecular walkers,121 molec-
ular pumps,122 molecular information ratchets,123 molecules that
can synthesize other molecules,124 interlocked molecular rotors,125

nanocars,126 and many others. From an iMD-VR perspective, molec-
ular machines represent an interesting application area because
(1) the potential design space for molecular machines is enor-
mous; (2) their function is intrinsically dynamic, requiring the
directed injection of energy into the system; and (3) the major-
ity of the machines reported to date have structures and dynamics
which are intrinsically three dimensional and therefore challeng-
ing for conventional 2D modeling interfaces. These same princi-
ples are also true within synthetic biology,127 where researchers seek
to use molecular design in order to develop targeted drug ther-
apies, augment photosynthesis,128 construct protein architectures
which can operate as purpose-built catalysts,129,130 or develop new
supramolecular structures which can bind small molecules.131 For
this reason, we are looking to extend Narupa’s API beyond atom-
istic modeling to also communicate with coarse-grained modeling
engines.

Like many domains of scientific computing, the basic workflow
for molecular simulation has remained largely unchanged for the last
30–40 years, i.e., iterative cycles of job submission to high perfor-
mance computing (HPC) resources, followed by visualization on a
2D display.8 At some point, this paradigm will change, and it may be
that immersive technologies such as VR, combined with the power
of modern HPC and fast networks, drive this change. The extent to
which a new technology ends up being adopted within a particular
domain is difficult to foresee; nevertheless, we believe that the range
of research applications outlined herein provides a glimpse into what
might be possible should next-generation immersive interaction
technologies such as iMD-VR find more widespread use within the
molecular sciences. Adoption is only likely to arise by demonstra-
tions (e.g., controlled user studies) which show that XR technologies
are better than existing technologies in some measurement space
and also by good applications which generalize to other areas of
nanoscience.

With the ever-accelerating rise of machine learning and
automation across all areas of science and society, immersive tech-
nologies such as iMD-VR represent an interesting research domain
because they cannot be disentangled from issues linked to human
perception. The usage and development of iMD-VR tools rep-
resent an inherently cross-disciplinary pursuit, which—if it is to
be successful—must connect scientists, technologists, interaction
designers, artists, and psychologists. With recent advances in high-
performance computing, data science, robotics, and machine learn-
ing, many have begun to speculate about the future of scientific
practice, asking important ethical questions as to the sort of sci-
entific future we should be consciously working to design over the
next few decades.23,52 In an increasingly automated future which is
reliant on machines, it is important for research scientists to think

carefully about and discuss the role which human creative expres-
sion and human perception will play. Narratives of our emerging
technological future sometimes default to a philosophical sentiment
which casts automation as the ultimate end, sometimes leaving one
to wonder where exactly the human fits in. So long as human cre-
ativity continues to play an important role in the process of scientific
understanding, discovery, and design, then we believe that immer-
sive frameworks such as iMD-VR may have a crucial role to play in
our emerging scientific future. Precisely because iMD-VR is a tech-
nology which is ultimately designed for the human perceptual system,
it represents a technology where the human cannot be automated
away. In our view, advanced visualization and interaction frame-
works are complementary to research activities aimed at increasing
the automation of research tasks and scientific discovery because
they provide an efficient means for humans to undertake commu-
nication and collaboration and express high-level creative scientific
and design insight, leaving automated frameworks to subsequently
sort out the computational and mechanistic details. The recent paper
by Amabilino et al.13 offers an example of how human experts can
utilize iMD-VR to train machines in order to accelerate molecular
science workflows. In the near term, ML will not eliminate humans.
Rather it will result in a scenario where humans focus their efforts on
a different kind of problem: how to best train a machine. Amabilino
et al. gives one particular example of what might be possible moving
forward and how human experts can efficiently express their insight
using VR to train machines and accelerate scientific workflows.

At the moment, computational science tends to privilege those
who are able to deftly process a particular flavor of mathemati-
cal cognitive abstraction. One particularly interesting comment we
have encountered in demonstrating our iMD-VR work is that it
makes things “too easy” and risks researchers feeling they no longer
need to toil away in the details of mathematical abstraction. In
some sense, objections like this represent scientific progress. For
example, there was a time when anybody who wanted to solve a
matrix eigenvalue problem wrote their own diagonalizer. Nowa-
days, most scientists are content to use an existing diagonalization
tool, so they can focus their intellectual energy on other kinds of
problems. Technology such as iMD-VR enables us to transform
intangible mathematical abstractions such as molecular force fields
into more tangible realities, which consequently engage a broader
range of our sensory modalities. In so doing, we can make compli-
cated problems more accessible to a wider spectrum of intelligences,
perhaps facilitating creative solutions which have been heretofore
inaccessible.
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